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Water produced from oil and gas operations, or from 

geochemically similar formations, can be an appealing 
supplement to water-intensive energy production processes 
such as algal biomass growth and solar thermal generation that 
occur in high-solar-flux regions that are typically arid. Water 
produced during geologic sequestration is a similarly high-
volume stream that can be treated to supplement carbon 
capture and energy generation processes that coexist with 
sequestration. Water volumes produced during geologic 
sequestration are predicted to reach about 7 MGD over 50 
years, under certain scenarios [1]. The geochemistry of such 
waters varies from moderate salinities and low total dissolved 
solids, to high salinity and/or high organic carbon content. We 
are developing a treatment process selection model that will be 
a component of CO2-PENS, which incorporates primary 
(TDS, TSS) and secondary (metals, dissolved gases, and 
organic constituents) geochemical characteristics of produced 
water. We are basing process selection on operating saline-
water treatment plants including reverse osmosis and thermal 
desalination types. The model will enable selection of 
treatments that are cost effective and address specific end-use 
needs carbon capture and co-production of energy. The model 
can be extended to identify specific treatment needs and costs 
for algae cultivation and subsequent coproducts such as 
animal feeds. 
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Metamorphic diamonds from the Kokchetav massif in 

northern Kazakhstan are considered to have crystallized from 
C–O–H fluid during ultra-high-pressure metamorphism of 
metasedimentary rocks subducted to 190-280 km depth [1]. 
Noble gas isotopes offer great potential to constrain the origin 
of diamond-forming media. Previous studies have revealed 
that secondary processes during the diamond residence in the 
host rock drastically modified the original noble gas signature 
of the diamonds [2]. Nanometric solid/fluid inclusions in the 
microdiamonds, which represent the former diamond-forming 
fluid [1], are potential candidates to preserve the noble gas 
trapped during the diamond crystallization. We carried out 
noble-gas analyses of the Kokchetav microdiamonds applying 
two gas extraction techniques: in vacuo crushing and stepwise 
heating. The latter selectively extracts noble gases from 
inclusions with less noble gas extraction from the diamond 
lattice.  

Most 3He was extracted by diamond crushing what 
indicates that 3He occurs within inclusions trapped during 
diamond formation. The estimate of the inclusion-hosted 
3He/4He of (3.3–6.5)*10-5 is significantly higher than that of 
the MORB-source mantle (1.1 * 10-5), but close to the highest 
value observed in OIBs (ca. 7 * 10-5 [3]) containing primordial 
noble gases derived from deep mantle. Neon isotope ratios 
obtained using stepwise heating also indicate the presence of a 
plume-like component. However, the several-orders-of-
magnitude-smaller amount of crush-released Ne than that of 
the stepwise heating suggests the plume-like Ne is hosted by 
the diamond lattice and/or the solid inclusions. Results show 
that plume-like primordial noble gases were involved in the 
Kokchetav microdiamond formation, suggesting interaction of 
the subduceted continental slab with a fragment of the very 
deep mantle. The latter was probably transported to the mantle 
wedge of the subduction channel from the deep lower mantle 
source through large-scale mantle convection. 
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